Hot spots in Siegen

Get to know some of Siegen‘s numerous coffee, eating out and nightlife locations
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Hot spots in Siegen

Get to know some of Siegen‘s numerous coffee, eating out and nightlife locations

Restaurants & snacks

Cafés

Bars & nightlife

1 Hackermann

1 Das Naschwerk

1 Café & Bar Celona

Real German food and bar.

Looking for best ice cream and desserts in town?

Students come here to enjoy snacks, happy hours
and brunch.

2 Nudelbar

2 Röstwelt Kaffeekult

2 Verstärker

Feeling like Vietnamese and Thai?

Freshly roasted coffee in lots of sorts for your
home or immediate enjoyment.

New rock bar with loud music and space to
dance.

3 Café Extrablatt

3 Café Schröders

3 Früh bis Spät

Big but cozy space for dining and drinking, with
regular cocktail specials and a brunch buffet.

New hipster place for extravagant coffee and
pastries.

Popular student venue for Kölsch beer and
snacks.

4 Yumini

4 Café Planlos

4 Meyer

Japanese restaurant with all you can eat - taste
good sushi and more.

Where students and profs gather for a latte, tea,
cake and friendly atmosphere.

The night club in the heart of the city.

5 Leonardo

5 9Bar

5 Wolkenkuckucksheim

Pizza, noodles and more for your Italian food
craving.

Coffee, drinks or pasta? 9bar has it all.

A new and hip nightclub on the upper floor
- be prepared for long queues!

6 Namaste

6 Pagnia

6 Musikbar Schellack

Popular location with yummy Indian food for
everyone.

Freshly roasted coffee for gourmets.

Little cozy bar with regular live music events.

7 Steakhaus El Rancho

7 Café Flocke

7 Onkel Toms Hütte

Make sure to visit if you like a hearty dinner!

Cozy little refuge for coffee specialties.

Tiny hut where you can enjoy a good beer.

